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SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay we’ll call the Finance committee meeting to order.  First on the agenda 
I’m going to let Joe Provoncha go first and then we’ll go with Steve Tyrell.   
 
PROVONCHA:  Thank you. Good morning.  I’ve emailed you my reports. The Clerk’s office is 
doing quite well this year with money coming in.  We are about the same work load but transfer 
taxes and mortgage taxes went way up.  We’re also seeing an increase in the DMV with the 
new licenses and so we’re quite busy over there as well.  I guess last meeting we discussed you 
discussed bringing up motor vehicle satellite offices in North Elba and in Port Henry and I am 
doing the paperwork to show the County Manager the money that we will be bringing in and the 
effectiveness of these two offices. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Good thank you.  Any questions for Joe? 
 
PALMER: Joe just a quick question on your interns you budgeted $5,000.00 for your interns.  I 
see you hired a couple.  Is that going to get you through the whole year or how is that going to 
work?  I mean through the summer season I guess. 
 
PROVONCHA:  Yes, one I’m putting into the District Attorney’s office. 
 
PALMER:  Okay but are they paying for that? 
 
PROVONCHA: No I’ve got the money. 
 
PALMER:  You think? 
 
PROVONCHA: Yeah. 
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PALMER: Because we only budgeted five. 
 
PROVONCHA:  No there’s a little in a line item that I haven’t hired somebody for. 
 
PALMER: Alright you’ll need to show me that okay? 
 
PROVONCHA:  Okay. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Any questions for Joe?  If not, thank you. 
Okay Steve Tyrell and Robert Farmer to present us with the overview of the 2018-19 operating 
budget. 
 
TYRELL:  Good morning. Thank you for having the college here today to present a proposed 
2018-19 budget before Bob Farmer presents the proposed budget I’d like to just take a moment 
and introduce who’s here today from the college.  A number of folks have joined us Mary Irene 
Lee who is a Board of Trustees member is here, Richard P. Suttmeier another Board of 
Trustees member, Bob Farmer Vice-President of Administration, Lisa Simmons our Director of 
Financial Operation, Eric Harvey our Comptroller, Joe Keegan our Vice-President for Academic 
Affairs, Christopher Tacea Dean of Admissions, Chris Knight our Director of Communications, 
Stacie Hurwitch Executive Assistance to the President and Jonathan Morrison who is a SUNY 
forgoing Intern in the Comptroller’s office.  He is studying accounting and business and wanted 
to see how the process works at the legislative level of the budget so thank you Jonathan and 
all for being here this morning.  I will turn it over to Bob to present the budget. Thank you. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Thank you. Do we have the tentative? No?  I don’t recall receiving anything. 
 
TYRELL:  We emailed it to you but we have copies here but we did email it to you. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  You did? 
 
TYRELL: About a week and a half ago? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  It’s possible.  Did any other supervisors receive one?  Okay so I’m not the only 
one so no one received anything in regards to this ‘18-‘19 budget correct?  Okay I guess we 
didn’t get them. 
 
FARMER:  It was sent to the Clerk, the County Manager it was sent to four people in each 
county. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay well, we have it now.  What we have in front of us is what was emailed I 
assume? 
 
TYRELL: Correct. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Thank you. 
 
FARMER:  Okay while everyone has that in front of them I’ll just start with talking about the 
format of the budget a little bit because it is different from prior years and then I’ll go through the 
highlights of the budget and then open it up to questions. 
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If you turn to the page that has all the numbers on it, the ’18-’19 budget and the prior year 
budget that’s what we’ll be talking about here mostly.  The format is set where the revenue and 
expenses are basically the college operating budget and then down below you can see the net 
effect of the Second Chance Pell operation and then the bottom line so the bulk of that page is 
the College operations like you can see a $506,000 loss offset by a profit in Second Chance 
Pell.  The other thing that this budget is different than prior years if you look at the county 
sponsor contribution the $100,000 of that contribution in prior years almost represented capital 
items of $50,000 from each county and I pulled that out and the next page I believe is the capital 
budget.  So the $100,000 is now in a separate budget.  We have a separate capital budget so 
that it is not co-mingled with the operating budget.  Everybody follow that? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Yes. 
 
FARMER:  So that’s a little bit different than prior years and if you look at right down below 
benefits there’s a line item that has equipment in it an prior years there was capital expenses in 
that equipment line so we pulled capital expenses and capital revenue and put it on a separate 
sheet.   
So the highlights of the budget basically you start up on the revenue page tuition and fees we 
had a 4% increase in tuition this year.  The prior year we had an increase of 2%.  We’re 
budgeting 970 FTE’s vs. 975 the prior year.  Pretty flat revenue is down from that a little bit just 
because our mix is a little bit different. We have more FTE’s coming from bridge students and 
we don’t quite get the same total revenue from bridge as we do a tuition paying student.  
Sponsor contribution we just talked about.  Charge back revenue is up a little bit. Out of State 
tuition is showing a slight decline and out of state attendance and state aid is flat and then you 
have contributions from the foundation after that.  So that’s on the revenue side. I’d like to point 
out too when you talk about tuition we did a little bit of a study on I think it was ’17-’18 students 
or ’16-’17 yes ’16-’17 so the average cost of a student, a non-resident student so someone in 
your community which is most of the students was $5,600 in total and the average out of pocket 
expenses for that student was just under $1600 so that represents that the average student is 
paying 28% of the total cost so if you think about that for a minute to get a year’s education at 
the college is costing out of their pocket $1500 to $1600 which we don’t think is too bad and at 
the same time a residence student, we have a 100 residents 90 to 95 students their total cost is 
$15,600 when you factor in the food and dorm space and that students pays about $8500 a 
year or 55% of the total cost. 
Under salaries – salaries are up a little bit basically our contractual obligations under our 
agreements to increase salaries runs about 2 ½ % and then we have turn over and retirements 
where people are being hire at less than of the people retiring so that brings the total cost of the 
college down a little bit. 
Under benefits you can see that the medical expense in the budget is up quite a bit. As I think I 
stated to you before and many times in our internal meetings in the ’17-’18 we miscalculated 
retiree health insurance so we corrected that in the ’18-’19 budget so that’s why that’s $575,000 
higher and it includes an 80% increase in health care costs. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So that number which is significant that doesn’t – that’s not an increase in any 
benefits or anything?  That’s just an error on the retirees? 
 
FARMER: Yes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay thank you. 
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FARMER: And then if you look at our contractual expenses nearly all of them are down. What 
we did in the business office was go through the last two or three years of actual expenses and 
our contractual areas and see what people are spending and we actually reduced those 
budgets a little bit where we could. The one that kind of sticks out is professional services.  The 
reason why that one is down so much is we had third party security at the college and that was 
about seventy-five to eighty thousand dollars and for this past year we hired employees, CSEA 
employees to do security so that’s why there’s a decrease in professional services there but 
basically we’re just trying to match the budget with what we’ve been seeing as actual for the 
past two or three years.  So overall you know revenues are down slightly expenses are up less 
than 1% and the bottom line has a $500,000 loss for the typical college operations and then the 
Second Chance Pell which if you turn a couple pages after the capital budget which is a 
separate budget for Second Chance Pell we are looking at 180 FTE’s for that program and 
there’s the revenue and expenses for the Second Chance Pell and what we did is we brought 
over the bottom line onto the front page and so we balanced the budget with a $71,000 transfer 
from our fund balance. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Questions? 
 
McNALLY:  What is that rental line in the budget? 
 
FARMER: So that’s our Malone and Ticonderoga campuses the foundation owns and we pay 
rent to the foundation. 
 
McNALLY:  It seems like a lot of money. I haven’t been to the Malone campus but I’ve been to 
the Ti campus. 
 
FARMER:  It’s a lot of square feet. 
 
McNALLY: But it’s a lot of money.  If that could be used it would really help the budget.  That’s 
the largest expenditure in the budget correct? 
 
TYRELL:  What the foundation does is they, we pay them rent they then take off the top their 
expenditures of operating their program and they give the rest back into the institution in 
revenue and scholarships and pay back the college so they give a good part of the difference of 
that we also get about 40% from State aid to pay for some of the expenses of the so let’s say 
the rental contract for the Malone campus was a million dollars we get $400,000 from the State 
under a different form back to the million so that reduces that expense there’s a legislation that 
taking over community colleges on rental aid that supports rental payments for community 
colleges to operate constructional programs off college property so most community colleges 
have an arrangement with the foundation or another non-profit entity to deliver instruction so 
there are some other revenues that are tied into that cost too. 
 
FARMER:  Up on the revenue you can see the contributions another eight, nine hundred 
thousand dollars of that is the contribution back from the foundation so if you net it out it’s not, 
plus the rental aid it’s not a big number so the foundation will pay the bond payments we talked 
about that before because we did a refine that’s on the bond payments last year and lowered 
those costs to the foundation so now we’ll receive a little bit more of that on that end. 
 
GILLILLAND:  I was curious on the Potsdam program I don’t see any change in revenues in that 
one? 
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FARMER:  So the Potsdam program has been delayed for a year.  We took it out of the budget 
and we’re going to have that starting in the ’19-’20 year. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Steve I’m curious the fund balance appropriation, the transfer what percentage 
does that represent of your fund balance? 
 
TYRELL:  Our fund balance closing out this year’s estimate is about $5 million dollars so it 
would be $71,000 off the bat I don’t know the percentage but I know somebody who does. 
 
WILSON:  I noticed there’s a big jump in surplus from Second Chance Pell and that’s good but 
what brought that about? 
 
TYRELL:  A combination of an increase FTE’s this year verses last year and a credit to Joe 
Keegan and his staff and operating the program in the second year versus the first year.  Joe, I 
don’t know if you have anything to add but it’s a combination of those two factors it’s been more 
efficient and still delivering a high quality program and an increase in people participating so 
increased revenue but not increased cost. 
 
WILSON:  That’s good news because without that big jump the transfer from fund balance 
would have to have been significantly larger. 
 
TYRELL:  Correct, yup. 
 
WILSON:  Thank you. 
 
McNALLY:  Is there somewhere in this budget, do you have any money allocated for the 
advancement of the Ticonderoga campus?  I mean that’s moving forward it would seem like you 
would need some kind of allocation to get that program started? 
 
TYRELL:  No in the presentation made early here in the spring semester in April we had 
identified that we had used the fund balance as the source of funding to cover the capital costs 
for the school of applied technology in Ticonderoga but it is not out of the operating budget it’s 
out of our fund balance. 
 
POLITI:  Bob I’m curious why would your health care cost go up 43%? 
 
FARMER: That is from the budget from ’17-’18 to the budget that number represented in ’18-
’19, the ’17-’18 budget we had a miscalculation. I miscalculated the retiree portion of our health 
insurance so it was omitted a large part was omitted from the ’17-’18 budget.  If you notice, if 
you go back to ’16-’17 actual it’s actually higher so we just missed that so now it’s back in the 
budget. 
 
POLITI:  So it was just an error? 
 
FARMER: Correct. 
 
POLITI:   On the equipment side you said that you I thought you said you eliminated that line 
item but is shows and expense of $31,900? 
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FARMER:  That’s just small equipment that’s not capital, you know PC’s or different things 
whatever there is that’s around the campuses that is small equipment will be in there but it won’t 
any capital item we pull out and put in the capital budget. 
 
POLITI: Okay and why was it in before? 
 
FARMER:  Good question.  It just was there, it was always done that way. I wanted to make 
these changes last year and didn’t do it and we made the changes this year. 
 
POLITI: Okay and I noticed that advertising is down about $50,000 and enrollment is down 
some?  Tell me why the cost of advertising the college went down.  I’m curious. 
 
TYRELL: Well we’re using some more advantage approaches to advertising social media our 
applications are exactly where they’ve been three years in a row we haven’t lost any ground. 
We are able to do it much more economically using social media and targeting very specific 
demographics and population in our back yard. 
 
POLITI:  Are you saying you went away from television advertising? 
 
TYRELL:  No, no we’re still doing television, radio, newspapers but there’s a lot we’re getting a 
lot more people looking at us and applying to us through social media than they are through 
those traditional means we’ve seen in the past.  It’s a mix between all those markets, those 
media outlets but we’re able to save money and get more for our buck. 
 
POLITI:  And who is advertising? 
 
TYRELL:  Chris Tacea the Dean of Admissions here today is the lead on marketing and Dean of 
Admissions. 
 
POLITI:  Okay so it’s in house? 
 
TYRELL:  It’s in house but we also work with local entity who is really nationally known which is 
an ad workshop out of Lake Placid which has done a terrific job for us for four years. 
 
MONTY:  Getting back to the Ticonderoga project, you said you’re funding that out of fund 
balance that’s what your plan is correct?  Is that the way I heard that? 
 
TYRELL:  The startup costs we presented last time here was about under $5 million dollars 
we’ve identified in our presentation, then about $900,000 of that we would use up the fund 
balance and the rest would be privately raised or matched by the State.  The offering budget 
would not; if we move forward on this the operating budget would run through normal process 
as we pursue enrollment, revenues, expenditures. 
 
MONTY:  I guess my question then is running back to the fund balance, taking that large 
amount of money out of your fund balance for operating costs isn’t that going to effect your 
budget a couple years down the road possibly? 
 
TYRELL:  We’ve been discussing the issue about the fund balance policy for our institution as 
many of you know organizations are recommended by a number of accounting firms to 
maintain16% of your operating budget in your fund balance. We currently offer in the fund 
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balance 31% we’ve been assessing this with our institution our internal community for two 
years.  We made a decision to hold 20% of our operating budget for a rainy day situation for 
example with the drop in enrollment we need to come up with a million dollars we have a 
position to do that over a number years as we recover we’ve invested a small amount of that 
money to short long term interest we’re trying to accrued at the operating budget. We have 
about $1.5 million dollars that’s been allocated and named after strategic initiatives and the 
board that has named a school of applied technology as a strategic initiative but part of that 
move is $5 million towards this project which is $150,000. 
 
MONTY:  I just think that’s a pretty hefty fund balance when you come back and ask for 
increases year after year putting 31% in when most of our school districts would like to have 
31% fund balance in their pockets and I’m quite sure Dan would like to have that amount more 
in his. 
 
TYRELL: Well, there’s two pieces to that number one if we don’t meet our bills no one is going 
to come in and bail us out so community colleges in New York State need to keep a healthier 
fund balance then maybe others would advise and that’s been truth too we have not come year 
after year and asked for an increase. We are sitting here today without asking for an increase 
and I can’t name the last time we got an increase here but Mr. Scozzafava could remind us we 
don’t do that every single year.  Four years maybe? 
 
PALMER: It’s been three or four years. 
 
TYRELL:  About four years ago. 
 
MONTY: Since you’ve received it.  You have asked for it though. 
 
PALMER: No. 
 
TYRELL: No. 
 
MONTY:  Yes two years ago they asked for one. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Just in regards to fund balance I would say that the college is probably 
financially the best shape that they have ever been in.  I mean could remember years where 
there was no fund balance and I think some of the build-up of that fund balance was due to the 
fact that obviously which was corrected in this years’ budget and I think some of last year’s 
budget were the over appropriations in the different areas which now you are taking a much 
closer look at. 
 
FARMER: Can I make a comment about the fund balance as well? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Absolutely. 
 
FARMER:  One of the requirements that we have through one of the GASB’s we have to record 
in our financials our audited financial statements a liability for close retirement benefits, 
retirement and medical expense and health insurance expenses all the colleges have to do this 
and our liability going forward right at this point is around $4 million dollars.  If you take our fund 
balance at $5 million dollars and you say that $4 million of that according to the GASB rules that 
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leaves us with a million dollars after that and most of colleges, most community colleges don’t 
have the funding available to fund those post-retirement benefits. 
 
PALMER: Nobody does. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Fund balance I mean if anybody has learned a lesson on fund balance was me.  
You know for years and years and years I said, use more of our county fund balance to reduce 
the level and anyway which most, but not all of you here but most of you agreed with which put 
us into the five year plan. I mean fund balance yes, you can say well we’ve got way too much 
fund balance out there but sooner or later you start appropriating that fund balance to reduce 
the amount of level or in this case to reduce the amount you’ve asked for your sponsor support 
that day is going to come back to haunt you.  We’ve learned that. 
 
McNALLY:  Yeah I just have a comment moving forward with that Ti campus could be a real 
blessing for us but it goes back to maybe the advertising budget being cut or marketing we still 
have very few students in Essex County attending North Country and what’s happening is with 
these students leaving Essex County to go to Clinton, Hudson Valley and Adirondack they’re 
taking our money with them so what we need to do is this Ti campus could help with some of 
this but what are doing to address keeping the Essex County residents attending North Country 
Community College? 
 
TYRELL:  There’s a two part answer to that I’d like to respond to that Mr. McNally.  First of all 
there’s two ways to talk about one being we know for example looking at the increase in 
applications in what we’ve had over the years and what we’ve stabilized for applications that we 
have an increase in applications from Essex and Franklin County so our marketing efforts are 
actually demonstrated that the numbers are up in applications. That doesn’t meant they are 
sitting in the seats all the time they tend to stabilize pretty close to the previous year number so 
what’s going on between application and sitting in the seats?  What we’ve done is we looked at 
those students that applied and anybody else in New York State including Essex or Franklin 
County where do they go to college if they didn’t go to us as a community college because it 
effects the chargeback issue so some things that you should know.  One under chargeback you 
should just understand this for a second because it’s the frustration of Essex County and other 
counties are frustrated with the chargebacks.  In ’17-’18 this past year Franklin County residents 
chose to go to a State University or Community College 90% of those Franklin County went to 
North Country Community College. That’s impressive, 90%.  In Essex County this past year 
59% of the students in Essex County decided to go to New York State Community College 
came to North Country Community College so that’s about the average for most community 
colleges out there so I mean most counties are paying chargebacks to lots of other people.  A 
large majority of the students that attended another community college are paying chargebacks 
Clinton and Adirondack with where the numbers were we did a zip code analysis okay, here’s 
where they live, where do they go if they didn’t come here as an Essex County resident.  There 
was 111 students that did not come this year to North Country they went to another community 
college 80% of them went to Clinton and Adirondack and all of that 80% were within 30 miles of 
Adirondack Community College or Clinton Community College and that statistic is important to 
understand.  In New York State most students in community colleges go to community colleges 
that are within 30 mile radius of them especially if we are offering the same programs they’ll go 
to the one that’s easiest to get to so unless we put a campus in Northern Essex County for 
some reason again it’s going to be really hard to draw that population in northern Essex County.  
We’re still going after it.  We’re still seeing our numbers going up but I think they are making a 
chose to go with what’s closer verses staying in the County.  This doesn’t mean that we don’t 
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want those students in both counties to come to us because we win when that happens and the 
counties win with the chargebacks. 
The other thing we talked about last year I remember you specifically talking about this and it 
also answers another part of the question that we’ve been looking at I think would be important 
to share here is the number of recent high school graduates who are not attending North 
Country Community College so we’ve known for over a decade that 80-85% of students that do 
come to our college are not the recent high school graduates they don’t come now they come 
later.  The 20%, 15% that are recent high school graduates they represent 17 school districts in 
the two counties it’s a low number for us low for a lot of folks but we looked at something else 
that kind of explained it to us. The point we’re looking at last time was where else are they going 
to college if they are not going to North Country Community College?  The alarming statistic that 
we got back from the school districts was this in New York State 22% of a recent high school 
graduates population doesn't go to college at all.  In Frank and Essex County it ranges between 
30% and 50% it wasn’t that they chose to go someplace else they chose to go no place at all so 
this spring our staff assembled with Joe’s office reached out to the guidance counselor and said, 
when you talk to students who decide to not go to college this year what do they tell you?  What 
are the reasons why they are not going?  Some of those reasons maybe out of our control.  
Some of those is misinformation that we’re not reaching out to them to help explain to them that 
they may be making a choice to not to go to college, maybe not got to North Country 
Community College because they misunderstood some things about cost you heard Bob talk 
about $1600 a year to go to college they think it’s a lot of money.  They think it’s a lot more 
$20,000 for their college year and I’m going to have loans, what do I do but it’s not from North 
Country so we’re pushing back out new information to market towards recent grads and others 
as a great opportunity for a great price and we think that’s going to have an impact because 
there’s a misunderstanding out there that’s different than what we knew a year ago. 
 
MORROW:  Well, I think you’ve done an excellent job on the budget.  I think you’ve done an 
excellent job explaining it.  I think you’ve done an excellent job in answering all the questions. 
What you just said Steve is exactly right.  In the Town of Chesterfield they can drive a maximum 
of 15 minutes to get to Plattsburgh, Clinton Community College they are not going to drive 45 
minutes to Saranac Lake, to North Country Community College it’s a matter of location, location, 
location and you’re here today to look for a resolution of support to this budget. I want to move 
that right now. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Is there a second?  We can have discussion after it’s moved.  You can 
continue with your questions. 
 
RESOLUTION APPROVING THE 2018-2019 NORTH COUNTRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
OPERATING BUDGET IN THE AMOUNT OF $13,349,405.00. 
Moved by Mr. Morrow, seconded by Mr. Giordano 
 
WILSON:   Steve I want to thank you for that excellent explanation of why students aren’t going 
to North Country.  When I look at the budget I see that and Bob Farmer mentioned this that 
bridge FTE’s is on the increase, there’s an unexpected very large boost from Second Chance 
Pell, without that the deficit would have been real close to $300,000 so and then the Potsdam 
program is going to come next year it seems like the development is all taking place away from 
the core campuses Ti, Saranac Lake and Malone so my concern is you’ve got a budget with a 
deficit, the deficit would have been bigger without an unexpected boost from Second Chance 
Pell, you rely on Pell, Bridge what is the plan following up on Mr. McNally’s question?  What is 
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the plan to address all the issues?  We still haven’t seen a plan. You told us why they are not 
coming and Mr. Morrow’s point is good location matters but what will you do about it? 
 
TYRELL:  I have two responses to your question Mr. Wilson.  Thank you for that question.  It’s a 
great follow up from last year.  One our plan about how to mitigate the short fall in projected 
enrollment in the future was attached to the strategic plan that we gave you a year ago. We are 
updating that this year because it’s a five year financial plan so we should go over that with you.  
In that document it included which new academic programs we were working on in the core to 
mitigate the shortfall in the core not perfect but it’s on the right track so that’s the first thing. The 
other thing Joe Keegan and the faculty for over a year has spent time looking at where in the 
core are there programs that we can ramp up, we can market differently, we can go out to a 
different market, what programs do we have to look at differently, what new programs do we 
need to bring on. The Advanced EMT program is an example where we switched that out if you 
look at last year’s document we gave you we talked about biological science track we switched 
that out because there is a difficulty making that work.  Joe can speak more about that.  We put 
the EMT track in there because we’re already seeing a response to that program.  That’s going 
to help the college but we also know obviously that’s a conversation we had about training more 
EMT’s in the region. We have academic planning retreat coming up in two weeks with the board 
and the faculty to look at what can we do about where we’re heading in the future and how is 
that going to play out in what we’re serving in the region what programs in the core will sustain 
themselves, where we have opportunity for growth maybe there are some we can’t afford to do 
anymore. That’s the work the faculty have been doing. We do believe Joe I’d ask him to 
respond I thought I missed this but I think sometime during this upcoming year we’ll see where 
some of those plans are.  There are other programs already in the hopper for example one of 
our core programs is a sports and events management.  It’s at the Saranac Lake campus 
looking at the demographics, looking at the cost to operate that program. We have now 
petitioned to SUNY and State Ed. to move that program also to Malone as an additional 
program to build the core so there’s a lot of work being done Mr. Wilson with the faculty and the 
administration to look at where can we step up places in the core so that we’re not seeing an 
erosion in the core as we have in the last two years. 
The other thing to go back to Mr. Scozzafava’s comment our fund balance increases over the 
years is really a reflection of another dynamic than some of the costs that you referred to Mr. 
Scozzafava. We will set a budgeted core enrollment target. We will make it conservative 
because we don’t want to overestimate and have a million dollar budget cut and then every year 
for the last four years we beat it and when you beat the core enrollment target you end up with 
revenue in your pocket which is feeding the fund balance so the other thing to mention here is 
that the faculty and staff have actually made headway on getting ahead of our budgeted 
numbers in the core with our accruals so it’s not that we are starting this work now we’ve been 
doing this for a while and we’re still at it but Mr. Wilson is right we are concerned about the core, 
we are working hard about how we’re going to address it those core programs better than we’ve 
had in the past but it is centerpiece on our radar about how we are going to get through this.  So 
thank you for asking those questions Sir. 
 
GIORDANO: I just had one question the budget year runs from what July to June? 
 
TYRELL:  September 1 through August 31. 
 
GIORDANO:  Oh, okay so when will you guys have the actual numbers for the 2017-2018 
budget?  You have your budget here and you see 2016-2017 budget and recent and actual 
2017-2018 budget obviously you’ve been talking about it. 
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FARMER: The audit comes out in the fall.  We look at the financials every month at the board 
meeting for ’17-’18 right now we’re tracking just above the break even around $30,000.00 or 
plus for ’17-18. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: The resolution today will set the date for a public hearing prior to that public 
hearing they will present us with their tentative budget, correct? And then at that point we’ll hold 
the hearing and then the vote will follow the hearing to adopt it and that’s with Franklin county 
also I would guess. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Just word of magnitude what are we paying chargebacks or the counties are like 
last year? 
 
PALMER: I think we paid seven or eight hundred thousand.  Is that right Mike?  Yeah. 
 
GILLILLAND:  So we’re $1.2 North Country and seven or eight-hundred thousand to – 
 
PALMER:  Chargebacks yes. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Dr. Tyrell you said that Franklin of those going to community college 90% in 
Franklin county go to North Country Community College while we were averaging you say 
59%?  Those you go, you’re saying 59% go to North Country Community College? 
 
TYRELL:  That live in Essex County yes. 
 
GILLILLAND: That live in Essex County okay, so I mean it almost seems when you are 50/50 on 
contributions sponsor contributions here and we’re paying a lot more than Franklin County and 
maybe it’s time we start looking at proportional sharing arrangements with Franklin County 
based on enrollment because we are footing more of the bill for community college kids with the 
chargebacks. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: The chargebacks in my opinion that’s been a topic of discussion for years.  It’s 
a double edged sword because obviously if you reduce those chargebacks you’re also going to 
reduce, that revenue goes back to the college and I understand we pay it through the 
Treasurer’s office but I will say that I do think trying to increase enrollment has taken place 
within the last couple years from our students in Essex County.  
I will have to concur with Mr. Morrow I think it’s a good budget. I think we’ve been presented 
with good budgets I think that this administration has taken the most progressive move forward 
since the inception of this college with the tech school in Ticonderoga. I mean this is a different 
era than it was in the 70’s and 80’s, 90’s you know and if we want to keep our students here in 
Essex County this is a huge first step and it needs to happen. I can tell you that there is a lot of 
excitement countywide especially in the southern end of the county from employers, major 
employers. International paper company job retention is critical if they can’t find the people to fill 
these positions then you know what they are going to be in trouble that’s the bottom line not 
only Ticonderoga, my community, the businesses that are in the industrial park, your local 
garages I have heard from your dealerships out here that they can’t wait for this to happen 
believe me and it needs to happen and my hats off to you for taking this initiative with private 
money it’s happening also.  I mean it can’t get much better than that. 
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FARMER: I just want to get back to Mr. Wilson’s point on the budget.  The reason why we 
formatted the budget the way it is it’s preciously to show the core college with its $500,000 
deficit and the Second Chance Pell as you know to balance the budget so to speak because we 
don’t know how long the Second Chance Pell program is going to run so we wanted to make 
that presentation.  It’s clear to us it has gone down.  We definitely need to do something about 
balancing the core program budget but things are in works but it’s going to take time. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Just a quick question I apologize for not knowing this you gave a statistic with the 
percentages the 59% of all students were going to a State college, percentages that came to 
North Country Community College.  If my son went to Harvard do we pay that chargeback or 
just community colleges? 
 
PALMER: Community colleges. 
 
TYRELL: Community college only, just us. 
The other thing I would mention two things quickly on Mr. Scozzafava’s comments if I could.  
One, we presented the School of Applied Technology proposed a timeline back in April we’re on 
track on that timeline. We did do an RFP for consultants to do a viability study on the work that 
had been done in the last six years.  They just selected in June approved by the board the end 
of June. We selected JMZ Architect and Planners and they have begun work.  Our kickoff 
meeting will be the first week in August.  It will need lots of folks involved, have the opportunity 
to make sure they are working uncovering every rock and making sure we’ve got this right.  We 
will be reaching out directly to members of the Board of Supervisors asking to help us serve in 
some of the committees that we will need to put in place and make sure that we’re are looking 
at all angles on this.   
And the other thing I’ll mention is IP Mr. Scozzafava it’s a credit to Joe Keegan and his staff they 
have worked close with IP to help them develop a prep program Joe is what you call it? To 
make sure people applying can get moved from application into sitting in the seat. Mr. Giordano 
knows the story better than I do but we’ve partnered with IP to see if we can provide some 
resources and support to make sure that they stay vial in Ticonderoga. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Any further questions?  Mr. Morrow has a resolution on the floor that has been 
seconded to set a date for a public hearing in regards to the proposed operating budget for 
2018-2019.  When do you feel the tentative will actually be ready? 
 
PALMER: This is it. 
 
TYRELL: It’s ready. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  We could do it prior to ways and means at 9:30. 
 
TYRELL: What is the date of that? 
 
GARRISON:  July 30th. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Does that give you time? 
 
TYRELL: Yes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  All in favor, opposed, carried and thank you. 
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********************* 
 The next item on the agendas was the Auditors.  Laurie DeZalia was previously 
excused. 
 

********************* 
 
 The next item on the agendas was the Real Property Tax office with Charli Lewis 
reporting as follows.  
 
LEWIS:  Good morning.  I have enclosed in your packet I gave you a chart for the number of 
stipulations and assessment complaints filed on this year’s grievance day. It’s broken down by 
town.  It shows you the total number of parcels in your towns and the total number of complaints 
and what percentage that represents of your total parcels.  The Towns of North Elba and St. 
Armand did a re-assessment project for this year so as we expected the numbers are up a little 
bit. Last year we had 526 total complaints and this year we had 827. 
At the completion of that the final assessment rolls were filed in all your towns and the Real 
Property website, Imagemate and Pictometry have been update with the new final assessment 
roll information anyone wishing to file a small claims or an Article 7 has 30 days from the date of 
the filing in that roll in your town and we’ll have those numbers for you next month. We’ll know 
how many people have filed. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Back to the summary Board of Assessment Review complaints. 
 
LEWIS: Yes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Some of the towns even the smaller towns with the higher numbers have they 
recently gone through a re-evaluation? 
 
LEWIS:  Every town in our county has done a recent within the last six years at the most has 
done a re-assessment project with the exception of Schroon and Moriah. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So like the Town of Jay 60 that sounds kind of high. 
 
LEWIS:  Last year when they did their re-assessment project they had a 109 so when they do 
re-assessment projects you’re going to also see more small claims, Article 7’s most importantly 
that haven’t been settled yet.  Each re-assessment year is a new year so if you have an 
outstanding Article 7 you’re going to file again the next year to keep your Article 7 proceeding 
active. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay. 
 
PALMER:  If you look at overall percentages. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Yeah, overall percentages is not that high some of the towns, parcels seem to 
be a little high but then Crown Point who went through a re-evaluation they are down to hardly 
anything. 
 
LEWIS: Right. 
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SCOZZAFAVA: In Moriah and I’ll say this on the record, the Town of Moriah 46 who absolutely 
desperately needs a re-evaluation you know and our number continues to increase each year. 
 
LEWIS; It does.  Your number more than well almost doubled you had 24 last year. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay go ahead. 
 
LEWIS:  I also gave you information I received about the Enhanced Star.  It’s an overview of the 
2019 mandatory Enhanced Star income verification program.  It’s for our seniors who earn less 
than $86,300. We’ve received all the updated forms for this from the State Real Property Office 
and we’re going to be working closely with the Assessors to assure that every senior receiving 
the Enhanced Star or applying new this year is signed up under this new system. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Any questions on that? 
 
LEWIS: I wanted to recognize the Assessors that did re-assessment projects for the 2017 roll 
year that’s the Town of Chesterfield, Shelley Davis, Jay, Donna Bremer, Willsboro David 
Galarneau and Wilmington Fonzie Smith, Dana Peck and Dave Wainwright.  These projects did 
qualify for maintenance aid which totally over $19,000 but most importantly I want to recognize 
these assessors because they put in the hard work to make sure that their rolls were fair and 
equitable for all property owners.  St. Armand and North Elba did projects for this year and their 
A applications are going to be filed with the State soon and certainly expect that they will also 
receive maintenance aid for their towns. 
 
MORROW: I want to thank Charli for thanking the town assessors but I’ve got to say I want to 
thank your office Charli because I know my assessor and I’m sure the other town assessors 
could not do a re-val without your office helping out.  You really did a lot of work, your 
representatives did a lot of work and we thank you for that. 
 
LEWIS:  Well thank you for that.  I’ve got to say we really enjoy working hand in hand with the 
assessors and providing them with the support that they need to be able to do these projects.  
It’s a countless number of hours to pull these projects off. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I concur with Mr. Morrow. 
 
POLITI: I have to say the same. We could not have done it without your office this year with 
8,000 parcels and a sick employee.  Thank you. 
 
LEWIS:  Thank you. 
 
HARRINGTON: I was wondering the numbers for elected assessors as opposed to appointed? 
 
LEWIS: We still have seven towns that have three men Board of Assessors, three persons 
board excuse me. 
Before I go onto omitted I just wanted to let Mr. Depo know that I have tried for years to get your 
name changed with the State of New York as the Supervisor for the Town of Jay.  I am still 
trying to get them to recognize that there is not a Village in Elizabethtown or Westport so hold 
that hope I haven’t given up. 
 
DEPO:  No problem. 
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LEWIS:  Omitted taxes - you also have in front of you the omitted and pro-rated taxes for your 
upcoming 2019 town budgets.  The amount in the town highway and special district column 
needs to be shown in your budgets as a revenue. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Correct. This is, when you do your tax cap formula for the new supervisors but 
this number is critical that you have to include this so otherwise you will get – you absolutely 
have to include this number as a revenue because that’s money that came in after the fact I 
believe, right? 
 
LEWIS: Right you’ll be receiving it when people pay their town and county tax bill so if you show 
it as a revenue then it goes into the calculation of your tax cap.  We’re also sending letters to 
your towns formal letters with this attached too. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay, budget. 
 
LEWIS: I included my monthly budget if anybody has any questions? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: If not, thank you. 
 
LEWIS: Thank you. 
 

********************* 
 
 The next item on the agendas was the Treasurer’s office with Mike Diskin reporting as 
follows.  
 
DISKIN:  Good morning. I know it’s been a long meeting so I’m not going to go over to much of 
this.  Any questions?  It’s all in front of you.  That’s it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Anybody have any questions for Mike? 
 
DISKIN:  I was going to tell you sales tax continues we are up another by 7% for the year. We 
are up close to a million dollars.  Occupancy continues to go up each month, that’s pretty much 
it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: We’re in good shape. 
 
PALMER:  Sales tax is up Tommy but you can’t spend it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Don’t let me touch it.  There is one thing, maybe you’re going to bring it up 
about solid waste or was it brought up at the committee meeting? 
 
PALMER:  It wasn’t brought up at the committee meeting but I’ll come back to you with it with a 
change.  In reference to that just quickly you know you approved the solid waste changes to the 
plan and the purchase of equipment starting in January of 2019 it looks like we really probably 
need to step up some of those purchases.  I’m going to get with Jim and we’re going to come 
back to you with some purchases that we need to get done because we are having trouble 
picking up some of the stuff at your stations simply because Serkil doesn’t have the equipment 
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to do it so we need to do some of that early I think. We can do either as a budget note or a 
borrowing from fund balance one or the other but we do need to address that moving forward. 
POLITI: When is our contract up with Serkil? 
 
PALMER:  About a year and a half. 
 
POLITI: Thank you. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: So Dan you’ll have something ready for ways & means? 
 
PALMER: I will work on that.  Yeah, I will talk to Jim and we’ll get something together. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  There are some pieces of equipment that are critical.  I mean last week we had 
issues at Moriah because the equipment was down and taking in the amount tonnage and 
recyclables that we do if they are not picked up it creates a huge problem.  Okay anyone have 
anything else?  Dan you’ve got something? 
 
PALMER:  I just had this one resolution authorizing the appointment of Shari Suave as the 
Wagner-Peyser representative to the North Country Local Workforce Development Board.  We 
make those appointments to the workforce development board based upon their 
recommendation and their requests so I need a resolution authorizing that appointment. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENT OF SHARI SUAVE AS THE WAGNER-
PEYSER REPRESENTATIVE TO THE NORTH COUNTRY LOCAL WORKFORCE 
DEVELOPMENT BOARD.   
Moved by Mr. Morrow, second by Mr. Merrihew 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Discussion?  Being none all in favor, opposed – carried. 
 
GILLILLAND:  After ways and means on the 30th we are having our annual Essex County 
Agriculture Day with the farmers and things on the front lawn put on by Cornell Cooperative 
Extension and the Farm Bureau.  I will ask you all to stop by and see what they have to offer. 
Thank you. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Thank you.  Anything further to come before this committee?  If not, we stand 
adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this Finance Committee it was 
adjourned at 11:25 am. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judy Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 
 
 
 


